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SELECTING POPULATIONS FOR USE IN CROSSBREEDING 

Selecci6n de poblaciones destinadas a cruzamientos

P. SELLIER*

FRANCE

Crossbreeding is a major feature of current animal breeding 
programmes. In most species of farm animals, some form of crossing is 
practised, the populations involved being breeds, within-breed strains or 
more or less highly inbred lines. "Crossbreds" are, in particular, commonly 
used in poultry (as well for egg as for meat production) and in mammalian 
species utilized for meat production (pig, rabbit and, to a lesser extent, 
sheep and cattle).

The types of crossing system used in the domestic species prima- 
ily depend upon a purely biological parameter, i.e. the excess annual 
number of young breeding females available for replacement over that 
needed merely to maintain a constant size of the entire population. When 
females have a high reproductive rate (poultry, rabbit, pig), discontinuous 
crossing plans are the general rule : the final cross giving the commercial 
animals (laying stock or meat-producing terminal products) is either a 
single cross (F-|) or more often a backcross or a three-way or four-way 
cross with Fi dams. In these species, breeding companies are operating 
in many countries and now represent a significant part of the supply of 
crossbred animals to farmers. In sheep and cattle, whose reproductive rate 
is much lower, continuous crossing plans such as the "breed-rotation" system 
or semi-continuous plans such as the "rotational terminal sire" system are 
generally preferred : these schemes allow the commercial fanner to select 
replacement crossbred females from his own herd, whereas in the repeated use 
of specific F-| dams a limitation comes from the large proportion of the 
females in the entire population (up to 50 p.cent in cattle) which must be 
purebred in order to secure a sufficient supply of F-j females.

Gains from crossbreeding
Selecting populations for use in crossbreeding,of course, implies 

that crossbreeding is worth being used. The widespread extent of this 
breeding system could serve as a sufficient proof of its usefulness in farm 
animals. However, even though the question "why to use crossbreeding 
instead of purebreeding?"is not the subject of this report, it is of 
interest to briefly look at essential, and well known, aspects of this 
question, in order to introduce main crossbreeding concepts and parameters.

Experimental evidence in favour of crossbreeding, as compared to 
pure breeding, is abundant and convincing.

(*) I.N.R.A., Departement de Genetique animale, 78350 Jouy-en-Josas, France.
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First of all, crossbreeding allows to make use of heterosis for 
both maternal and offspring components of performance. In mammals used for 
meat production, the "potential" gain due to heterosis, i.e. that expected 
to be exhibited in crossing plans which are fully capitalizing on individual 
(h1) and maternal (hM) heterosis effects on performance components (for 
instance, three-way cross with F-| dams), can be evaluated as a 20 to 40 
p.cent increase for an overall measurement of merit, the basis of comparison 
being the average merit of the parental breeds (assumed here not to be 
deliberately inbred). In sheep, according to the average figures calculated 
by NITTER (1978) over a large number of breed combinations, the potential 
gain from heterosis amounts to around 35 p.cent for the total weight of 
lambs reared per ewe exposed to breeding : one half of this gain comes from 
the increased heterozygosity of the lamb genotype (h1 ) and the other half 
comes from the increased heterozygosity of the ewe genotype (hM). In beef 
cattle, the combined heterosis effects on traits which contribute to the 
weight of calf weaned per cow exposed have been shown to be 23 p.cent (8 
p.cent for individual traits and 15 p.cent for maternal traits) in crosses 
among breeds of Bos taurus cattle and even much more in crosses between Bos 
taurus and Bos indicus breeds of cattle (GREGORY and CUNDIFF, 1980)1 In 
pigs, for litter weight at weaning, summing up the average heterosis estima
tes given by SELLIER (1976) and JOHNSON (1981), the potential gain from 
heterosis is 22 and 29 p.cent respectively : if, in addition, better sexual 
maturity and conception rate of crossbred dams, as well as increased post- 
weaning growth rate and, to a lesser extent, improved feed efficiency 
of crossbred offspring are taken into account, the potential gain from 
heterosis in overall performance is still higher in pigs.

Heterosis is not the only justification of crossbreeding, except 
perhaps in the case of the laying hen. The other basic reason for using 
crossbreeding can be easily seen by considering single crossing in 
meat-producing species (SMITH, 1964 ; MOAV, 1966). In such species, overall 
profitability is a function of two major components : the number of progeny 
produced annually per breeding female and the efficiency for meat production 
(e.g. lean tissue food conversion) of the progeny. The sire and dam lines of 
a single cross equally contribute to the latter component (productive 
performance) unless maternal or sex-linked effects are of importance. On the 
contrary, the contributions of the sire and the dam lines to the number of 
progeny (reproductive performance) are unequal, with the dam line obviously 
playing the major role. Consequently, even assuming purely additive gene 
action, the appropriate cross, i.e. that using the line with the higher 
reproductive performance as the dam line, ranks better in profitability than 
the two parental stocks when averaged and, of course, than the reciprocal 
cross. Crossbreeding therefore appears as a way of exploiting breed differen
ces in maternal traits (and eventually in maternal effects on progeny 
traits). This phenomenon is called "sire-dam heterosis" by MOAV (1966) and 
it is designated as gain due to complementarity by others (e.g. CARTWRIGHT, 
1970 ; SELLIER, 1976), with essentially the same acceptance even though the 
exact definitions somewhat differ.

Besides exploiting the "genetic" complementarity between 
specialized sire and dam lines, another aspect of complementarity deserves 
mention. It can be referred to as complementarity between variable breeds
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TABLE 1A - A list of diallel experiments assessing the relative magnitude of variances of GCA and SCA effets in laboratory
animals and poultry.

Species Reference Parental populations (1) | Traits | Summarised results (2)
Mouse CARMON (1963) 4 lines (with variable F) litter size at birth and weaning 

(individual component), indivi
dual weights.

GCA* for weights; no evi
dence of SCA in any trait.

KIDWELL and HOWARD 
(1969)

4 inbred lines individual weights (from birth to 
10 weeks of age).

GCA not significant at any 
age ; SCA* until 7 weeks.

NAGAI (1971) 4 inbred lines litter size and weight (indivi
dual component), average weight 
(from birth to 45 days of age).

GCA* for average weights 
at all ages ; no evidence 
of SCA.

Rat KIDWELL et al. (1960) 4 highly inbred lines 
(F = 0.6 to 0.9)

weight (litter average) at 28 
(W28) and 70 (W70) days of age.

GCA* for W28 and not si
gnificant for W70 > no 
evidence of SCA.

Poultry MERRITT and GCWE (1960) 2 diallel experiments 
with resp. 5 and 8 meat- 
type strains.

body weight (BW), age at 1st 
egg (AFE),egg production (EP), 
egg weight (EW).

GCA predominant for BW and 
EW;
SCA relatively larger for 
AFE and EP.

WEARDEN et al.(1965) 6 strains frcm 2 breeds 
(White Leghorn and Rhode 
Island).

age at 1st egg (AFE), egg pro
duction (EP), body weight (BW) 
at 5 and 10 months of age.

GCA much larger than SCA 
for BW ; SCA larger than 
GCA for AFE and,to a lesser 
extent, EP.

EISEN et al. (1967) two 4 x 4  diallels with 
resp. 4 "light" and 4 
"heavy" inbred lines 
(F = 0.4 to 0.9).

13 traits : age at 1st egg, 
weights, egg production traits, 
adult mortality

GCA important for the majo
rity of traits,
SCA of low magnitude for 
most traits

001 et al. (1975) 4 broiler breeds growth rate and feed efficiency 
(from 4 to 12 weeks of age)

GCA* for all traits; 
SCA* for body weights.

(1) F = inbreeding coefficient. (2) * = significant.
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TABLE 1B - A list of diallel experiments assessing the relative magnitude of variances of GCA and SCA effets in farm mammals.

Species | Reference Parental populations Traits Summarized results
Pig MAGEE and HAZEL (1959) 12 Poland China inbred 

lines (used in 3-way 
crosses)

159-day weight direct GCA* ; direct SCA, general 
and specific maternal abilities not 
significant.

HETZERetal. (1961) 6 inbred lines litter size( individual component), 
weights, growth rate and carcass 
traits.

GCA* for postweaning traits ; SCA 
unimportant for any trait.

BERESKIN et al. (1979) 9 lines (lowland high-fat 
Duroc and Yorkshire lines, 
Beltsville experiment).

preweaning traits : 
litter size and weights 
(individual component)

GCA* for some traits; SCA* for in
dividual and litter weights.

HOLTMANN and FAHMY 
(1979)

8 breeds (purebred and 
F-] dams,one reciprocal F-|)

litter size and weight at birth 
and 3 weeks (maternal component).

both GCA and SCA* for all traits.

GUNSETT et al. (1981) 5 pure breeds or syn
thetic lines

litter traits (individual 
component) and feedlot traits.

GCA* for some feedlot traits; 
SCA not significant (except for 
mortality).

Sheep VESELVet al. (1977) 9 breeds birth weight, pre- and postwea- 
ning growth rate and survival 
rate.

GCA* for half of the traits; 
no SCA in any of the traits.

Cattle BECKETT etal. (1979) 9 Holstein mildly inbred 
lines

size, milk production and 
reproductive traits.

GCA* for most traits;
SCA* for some reproductive traits.

LONG et al. (1979 a,b) 
STEWART etal. (1980)

5 beef and dairy breeds size, growth, age and weight at 
puberty.

GCA* for some traits ;
SCA not significant except in ». 
few traits.



(or crosses) and variable environments or as the need for synchronizing 
genetic resources with feed and other production resources (see, for example, 
GREGORY and CUNDIFF, 1980). Grazing species are especially concerned with 
this aspect which can be approached by systems analysis procedures. The well 
known British "stratified" 3-way crossing in sheep (e.g. BICHARD, 1974) 
exemplifies a situation where exploitation of heterosis is of minor concern 
and utilization of different kinds of agricultural environments by well- 
suited genetic types is the main purpose of crossbreeding.

Selection between and within populations
As pointed out by HILL Cl970, 1971) and others, there are 

essentially two "families" of breeding programmes for obtaining good cross
breds and (or) improving them.

In the first family, emphasis is given on selection between 
populations. The most typical and extreme example of such a programme 
involves populations developed by close inbreeding with no (or little) 
selection practised within lines : test crosses between inbred lines (e.g. 
in a diallel cross) allow to find those lines which give the best cross. In 
large animals, the phase of close inbreeding is preferably avoided because of 
the severe loss of reproductive ability from inbreeding depression, and 
available breeds, which can be considered as outbred or mildly inbred popula
tions, are used as such. The breeding programme then consists of making a 
rational choice between existing breeds and between crossbreeding systems in 
order to maximise immediate performance levels.

In the second group of breeding schemes,in the simplest case, 
one starts with a pair of populations known to be a good cross combination 
and then selection is made within the populations with the objective to 
improve this specific cross over a number of generations.

The two approaches are not entirely independent of each other 
and, in real situations, a mixture of the two types of breeding programmes 
is the general rule. However, for the purpose of this report, the "between" 
and the "within" aspects will be dealt with successively. Reference will be 
made to experimental results obtained not only in farm animals but also in 
laboratory animals. Though the relevance of experiments with the latter to 
the genetic improvement of farm animals can be discussed (see FALCONER, 
1967), laboratory species are useful to consider here, as they provide us 
with the largest part of the experimental evidence on some aspects of the 
subject.

SELECTION BETWEEN POPULATIONS

The diallel cross as a basic approach
The diallel cross, which has proved to be of great value to plant 

breeders in choosing the type of breeding system to use and in selecting the 
most promising genetic material, is an appropriate basis for introducing 
most of the parameters relevant to the selection between populations.

The full diallel cross consists of all possible mating combinations 
among p parental lines or breeds : the set of p2 genetic types therefore 
includes p purebreds and p(p-1)/2 pairs of reciprocal single crosses. The 
general theory underlying the diallel design and the analytical procedures 
have been developed by several authors : see, among others, HENDERSON 
(1952), GRIFFING (1956), WEARDEN (1964) and GARDNER and EBERHART (1966).
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Many alternative models and analyses have been proposed, reflecting differen
ces in the genetic material involved (plants or animals, inbred or not,...), 
types of mating (purebreds included or not, reciprocal crosses pooled or 
not,...) and method of sampling the parental populations (random sample or 
fixed group). In addition, according to the mathematical model and to the 
method of estimating the parameters, the genetic interpretation of these 
parameters scmewhat differs : see EISEN et al. (1966, 1967) for examples. 
Only essential features will be recalled here.

In its simplest form, the diallel crossing scheme does not contain 
the parental lines themselves and, for each pair of lines, only one recipro
cal is made (the other reciprocal being assumed to be identical in perfor
mance). This type of incomplete diallel design is that originally used with 
inbred lines of maize by SPRAGUE and TATUM (19^2). The model for the p(p-1)/2 
crosses (p> 3) is written as follows :

<1> Yijk = pc + Bi ♦ gj + sij + eijk
where :

Yijk is the performance of the kth replicate of the cross between the 
ith and the lines,

pc is the mean performance of all crosses,
gi and gj are the general combining ability (GCA) effects of the lines i 

and j, respectively,
Sj[j is the specific combining ability (SCA) effect of the cross ixj, 

which measures how much better or poorer is the performance of that 
cross than would be expected on the basis of the general combining 
abilities gi and gj, 

eijk is th® "error" term.
In the analysis of variance, the degrees of freedom for estimating 

the GCA and SCA mean squares are (p-1) and p(p-3)/2, respectively. In such a 
diallel without purebreds, heterosis effects (individual heterosis is 
concerned here) cannot be, of course, estimated fTcm the data but their 
partition among the effects of the model can be assessed. The average 
heterosis effect (h) contributed by the particular set of lines used 
in crosses is contained in U c , while the "general" (line) heterosis 
(hi) contributed by the ith line in its (p-1) crosses and measured as 
a deviation from E is contained in g^. It is therefore to be noted that the 
SCA effect Sij has primarily the meaning of a specific heterosis effect (hjj) 
occurring in the cross ixj and expressed as a deviation from E, h^ and hj.

In another common type of incomplete diallel cross, the set of the 
p purebred lines is included along with the set of p(p-1)/2 crosses. Two 
main alternative analyses can be performed. In the first type of analysis, 
the general model can be written as :

(2) Yijk = ̂ 1 +(li+lj)/2 + V(E + hj+hj + Sij) + ej^
where :

pi is the mean performance of all parental lines,
li and lj are the mean performance of the lines i and j as purebreds,

J=0 when i=j and ^=1 when i=j, 
e other terms are defined as above.

Alternatively, GCA and SCA effects may be included in the model.
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TABLE 2A - A list of experimental studies on purebred-crossbred genetic correlations (rpe) in Drosophila,Tribolium. mouse and poultry.
Species Reference Trait(s) | Method (1) | Summarized results (2)
Drosophila BROWN and BELL (1980) egg number PHS (N rj 120) 2 plateaued populations,

strongly negative rpg (-0.6 on average).
Tribolium WONG and BOYLAN (1970) pupal weight "realized "

(22 generations)
WLS effective for improving crossbred perfor
mance (rpe r O.W

Me NEW and BELL ( W 1*) larval weight "realized"
(30 generations)

crossbred response to purebred selection in good 
agreement with high positive covpg over the totcil 
selection period.

Mouse COMSTOCK et al. (1963) postweaning growth 
rate

"realized"
(20 generations)

mass selection in a purebred line, correlated 
response in a cross in agreement with high r^

VINSON et al. (1969) litter size, weights 
and dally gain

PHS (N «u110) coVpc positive for most traits and rpo close to 
unity in general.

Poultry COMSTOCK and ROBINSON 
(1957)

8-week body weight PHS (N cj 250) average r^ = 0.6 (0.2 to 0.9 according to 
strain combination).

HALE and CLAYTON (1965) egg production, age 
at 1st egg, egg 
weight

PHS (N 130) positive rpc of medium to high magnitude (0.6 
to 1.2).

KRAUSE etal. (1965) age at 13̂  egg and 
egg production

PHS (Nrull5) negative or lowly positive r^ (-0.3 to 0.3).

BISWAS and CRAIG (1969) age at 1s6 egg and 
rate of lay

PHS (N t\j 280) 2 strains under RRS, high positive rpp (0.8 
to 1).

PIRCHNER and 
von KROSIGK (1973)

egg production 
traits

PHS (N large) 2 strains under RRS, r^ close to unity for body 
weight and egg quality traits but lower (0.̂ -0.8) 
for egg production, age at sexual maturity and 
juvenile mortality (purebreds and crossbreds 
partly tested in different environments).

PIRCHNER and MERGL 
(1977)

egg production PHS (N large) 2 strains under long-term RRS, r^ negative or 
lowly positive (-0.1 to 0.*0 and declining over 
12 generations of RRS (different traits and 
environments for purebred and crossbred stocks).

(1) PHS : paternal half-sib covariance between purebred and crossbred family means (N = approx, nimber of sires).
(2) coVpC : purebred-crossbred genetic covariance.



N> TABLE 2B - A list of experimental studies on purebred-crossbred genetic correlations (r^) in pig, sheep and cattle
Species Reference Trait(s)

(1)
Approximate no of 

sires (2)
Summarized results

Pig ENFIELD and REMPEL (1962) WW, ADG and BF 55 negative covr*. for weaning weight, positive for 
ADG and BF.

WILSON et al. (1962) LSB, LSW, LWB and 
LWW

A5 zero or negative covp,, for the A traits (small 
numbers of daughters per sire, purebred and 
crossbred sows in different locations).

. TAYLOR etal. (1965) LSB, LSW, LWB and 
LWW 35 negative cov™ for most traits (very small num

ber of crossbred daughters).
STANISLAW et al. (1967) WW, ADG and BF 100 positive covpc for the 3 traits (rp,, not given).
STANDAL (1968) WW, ADG and carcass 

traits
AO average rpo = 0.9A (O.A to 1.3).

WONG et id. (1971) LSB, ADG, BF, FCR 180 all positive coVpQ, rpo greater than O.A for 
most traits.

Sheep SALAH et al. (1970) WW 55 rpc = 0.8.
Beef
cattle

DUNN etal. (1970) 
ROGER etal. (1975)

weights and carcass 
quality traits 
growth traits

50
50

positive rpo for all traits, 
average r^ = 0.96 (0.6 to 1.2).

(1) WW = weaning weight ; ADG = average daily gain ; BF = backfat thickness ; LSB and LSW r litter size at birth and at weaning ; 
LWB and LWW = litter weight at birth and at weaning ; FCR = food conversion ratio.

(2) all studies based on PHS method (see table 2A).



Purebred data are only used for estimating the differences between pure 
lines, but not for estimating the combining abilities :for the latter, the 
model (1) is again applicable. The link between the two analyses is made 
apparent by noting that |xc= and gi=lj_/2 + hi.

In animals, and especially in mammals, maternal effects are of 
usual occurrence : they may be defined as the effects arising from prenatal 
and postnatal influences of the mother, partially as a function of her 
genotype, on a trait measured in her offspring, but not reflecting the 
direct influence of the genes which she transmits. It is consequently useful 
to produce the two reciprocals of each cross and to distinguish them in the 
analysis. Coming back to the incomplete diallel cross including all possible 
reciprocal crosses between p lines but not the purebreds, the model for the 
p(p-1) crosses is, as originally formulated by HENDERSON (1952):

(3) Yijk = Kc + 8i + + sij + mj + r ^  + eiJk
where i and j designate the paternal and the maternal line of the cross. The 
term mj is the general reciprocal effect, defined by the average difference 
between a line used as a sire versus the same line used as a dam. This 
reciprocal effect is normally referred to as maternal effect, although EISEN 
et al. (1966) have shown that, in male homogametic species such as poultry, 
the general reciprocal effect in female progeny also contains the additive 
sex-linked effects. As to the term r^j, called specific (or residual) 
reciprocal effect in the ixj cross, it assesses the. difference between the 
reciprocal ixj crosses after account has been taken of the differences in 
maternal ability between the i^h and the jt*1 line : the genetic interpre
tation of the specific reciprocal effect variance which results from a 
complex of interactions between autosomal and maternal or sex-linked effects 
(EISEN et al., 1967) is still unclear.

Finally, the general model which can be used for analysis of 
complete diallel data in animals, when at least 4 parental lines are involved, 
is an extension of the HENDERSON'S model and is written, for instance, as 
follows (HARVEY, 1975) :

w  Yhijk = Y-+ ah + llii + 82i + &2j + s2ij + m2j + r2 ij + ehijk
where:

|x is a term common to all observations ,
%  is an effect common to all progreny of the hth type of

breeding (h=1 for purebreds, h=2 for crossbreds and â a-j, 
estimates average heterosis), 

l ^ i  the effect of the i^h line as a purebred, 
g2 i,...,r2 ij are the same as above, the subscript 2 denoting 

that these effects are estimated only from the data of the 
second type of breeding (crossbred) and therefore indepen
dently of the l's.

The purpose of a diallel cross is, among other things, to detect 
good crosses for commercial production. The problem of selecting the best 
cross using information from a diallel (model 1) is considered by CURNOW
(1980) who compares, as criterion of selection, the performance of the 
individual single cross itself ex’ the sum of the estimated general combining 
abilities (GCA) of the two parental lines or some index incorporating these 
two sources of information. This simulation study shows that selection on 
the basis of GCA’s should be preferred unless the variance of the specific 
combining abilities of the parental lines exceeds twice the variance of

.../..
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their GCA's, and an index is unlikely to be worthwile. The possibility of 
increasing the number of parental lines and only evaluating a sample of all 
possible crosses in a partial diallel cross (KEMPTHORNE and CURNOW, 1961 ; 
CURNOW, 1963) is also to be mentioned.

Diallel experiments in animals : SCA vs GCA
The total number of diallel experiments carried out in laboratory 

and farm animals during the last 35 years is likely to be of the order of 40 
and perhaps more, and it is not intended to give an exhaustive list of these 
experiments. In a majority of them, especially when large animals are 
concerned, only three parental breeds or lines are involved in the design :
in such studies, the question of how large is the variance of SCA effects,
as compared to the variance of GCA effects, cannot be answered since no 
degree of freedom is then available for estimating the SCA variance. An 
annotated list of diallel studies, where the number of parental populations 
exceeds 3 and data are analysed in terms of SCA and GCA effects, is given in
tables 1A and 1B. These tables only contain most of the studies appeared
since 1960 in the literature. To find references on diallel experiments 
carried out prior to 1960, as well as to other diallel-type experiments (in 
particular 3x3 diallels) carried out since then, one can refer to the 
reviews made by CUNDIFF (1970), BIBE and FOULLEY (1976) and LONG (1980) for 
beef cattle, BOWMAN (1966), TERRILL (1974) and NITTER (1978) for sheep, 
SELLIER (1970, 1976), KING (1971) and JOHNSON (1981) for pigs, KING (1971)
for poultry.

As regards the relative magnitude of the GCA and SCA effects in 
diallel experiments, the results summarized in tables 1A and 1B do not 
really show a consistent picture. This fact is not unexpected since, in 
particular, the variable extent of GCA differences is depending on the 
degree of genetic diversity among the fixed group of parental populations 
involved. It can be accepted, as a general rule, that a significant propor
tion of the variation between the single crosses of a diallel is contributed 
by differences in general combining ability (and also, for some traits, by 
differences in maternal effect). Referring to the decision rule given by 
CURNOW (1980), it is obvious that the 2 : 1 ratio of SCA to GCA variances 
is attained very rarely, if ever. However, significant SCA effects appear 
to be of frequent occurrence in the diallel studies listed in tables 
1A and 1B (and in other such studies), particularly for lowly heritable 
traits connected with fitness : this leads to consider this class of genetic 
effect, i.e. specific heterosis, as relevant when choosing breeds for 
crossing.

A number of examples substantiate the practical importance of 
such "nicking" effects. In beef cattle, specific heterosis effects are 
clearly evidenced, for instance, by PEACCCK et al. (1978) in 2-way crosses 
between Angus (A), Brahman (B) and Charolais~TC) breeds : for weaning 
weight, individual heterosis is significant in the two Brahman crosses (22 
and 15 kg for AB and BC combinations, respectively) and not significant in 
the AC combination (4 kg). In dairy cattle, there appears to be a trend for 
more heterosis in Holstein x Brown Swiss and Holstein x Ayrshire crosses 
than in Brown Swiss x Ayrshire cross, in fat-corrected milk yield, as 
suggested by ROBISON et al. (1981). In pigs, it may be safely accepted from 
heterosis estimates available in the literature that the Landrace by Large 
White (or Yorkshire) cross is less "heterotic" in most traits than the 
crosses between Duroc, Hampshire and Yorkshire breeds or than the Pietrain 
by Landrace or Large White crosses (SELLIER, 1976). In a recent survey of 
pig crossbreeding experiments carried out in North America, JOHNSON (1981)
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TABLE 3A - A list of experijnents of selection for combining ability in Drosophila.

Reference Trait(s) g (1) "WLS control" Sunmarized results (2)
BELL et al. (1955) 
(2 experiments)

(1) egg production + egg 
size (index)

(2) egg production
16

39
individual + family 
selection
individual + family 
selection

(1) RRS as efficient as WLS but both much less 
efficient than RST,

(2) RRS much more efficient than WLS, with RST 
intermediate in efficiency.

RASMUSON (1956) 
(3 experiments)

(1) egg production
(2) hatchability
(3) body weight

20

13
6

progeny testing of 
males

It

ft

(1) RRS slightly better than WLS,
(2) and (3) no advantage of RRS over WLS.

BOWMAN (1962) bristle number 1A no "WLS control" RST experiment, crossbred response in agreement 
with high positive r^.

KOJIMA and KELLEHER 
(1963)

RICHARDSON and 
KOJIMA (1965)

daily egg production 13(WLS)
16
(RRS)

full-sib family selec
tion

comparable selection intensities in both systems, 
negligible response from WLS in the two lines, 
substantial response under RRS until the 11th 
cycle of selection, then plateauing of RRS cross
breds, inverse pattern in RRS purebreds.

KINCAID and 
TOUCHBERRY (1970) 
(2 experiments = 2 
environments)

thorax length 30 progeny testing of 
males slight superiority of WLS in "normal" environ

ment,
strong advantage of RRS in "X-ray" environment.

BROWN and BELL 
(1980)

egg number 10 mass selection in a 
new RT synthetic po
pulation

two plateaued base lines (R and T) exhibiting 
highly negative rp0, MRRS more efficient than 
both RRS and WLS.

(1) g : no of generations or cycles of selection..
(2) WLS = within-line selection.

RRS - reciprocal recurrent selection
RST = recurrent selection to an inbred tester
MRRS = modified RRS (purebred + crossbred).
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TABLE 3B - A list of experiments of selection for combining ability in Tribolium and mice (1)

Species Reference Trait(s) g "WLS control" Summarized results
Tribolium BELL and MOORE 

(1958)
body weight 16 individual + family 

selection
RRS limited to sires, 2 experiments
RRS much less efficient than WLS in both experiments.

BELL and MOORE 
(1972)

pupal weight (1) 17
(2) 21)

individual + family 
selection

2 replications (1) and (2),
WLS largely more efficient than RRS, 
rpc close to 1.

OROZCO and BELL 
(1974)

rate of egg 
lay

10 family selection 3 environments : "opt imun", "mild stress", "severe stress", 
same selection intensity in all cases,
RRS response exceeding WLS response only in "severe 
stress*environment, the reverse in the two other 
environments.

Me NEW and BELL 
(1976)

larval
weight

11 family selection highly selected lines + new composite lines, 
gain in RRS crossbreds slightly less than gain in cross
breds of WLS lines, response of RRS purebreds smaller 
than that of WLS purebreds.

Mice NEWMAN (1960) body weight 5 no "WLS control" 2 base strains near to the selection limit, nO pregress 
with RRS.

BOWMAN (1962) litter size 4 no "WLS control" RST progeny testing of males), response in agreement with 
rpc close to 1.

HANSSON and 
LINDKVIST 
(1962)

6-week body 
•weight

7 progeny testing RRS and WLS of similar efficiency.

(1) see table 3A for symbols,



also finds wide variation among specific crosses in observed heterosis, 
especially for reproduction and sow productivity traits : however, due to 
the large standard errors of the individual estimates, he doubts whether 
these differences are large enough to warrant the use of specific heterosis 
values for predicting the merit of alternate mating systems. A special case 
of SCA is provided by traits which are affected by a recessive "major gene" 
and are expected to exhibit specific heterosis when the frequency of the 
gene largely differs between the breeds under consideration. Susceptibility 
to porcine stress syndrome (as detected by halothane sensitivity) is a major 
component of mortality rate (including transport losses) in fattening 
animals (see the review by WEBB, 1981) : as a consequence, heterosis in 
postweaning survival is expected to be stronger in crosses between one 
"stress-susceptible" (SS) breed (i.e. with a high frequency of the halothane 
gene) and one "stress-resistant" (SR) breed than in crosses involving either 
two SS or two SR breeds.

Purebred performance as a guide to crossbred performance
to what extent can the performance of a breed as a purebred be 

used to predict its value in crossing is a question partly related to the 
preceding one. For traits essentially governed by additive direct gene 
effects, the performance of a cross is depending on the general combining 
abilities of the parental breeds and these GCA's can be satisfactorily 
derived fran the purebred performance. In any other situation, even though 
variation due to specific combining ability is lacking, the predictability 
of performance in crosses based on that in the pure lines may b£ questioned. 
In the most general case, the purebred performance indeed comprises not only 
average direct genetic effects (contributing to general combining ability) 
but also maternal ability and eventually, to some extent, inbreeding depres
sion. These effects can only be separated by comparing different kinds of 
crosses among breeds, which allows a proper interpretation of the differen
ces between purebreds. At the extreme, two populations (assumed with a 
comparable level of inbreeding), which largely differ as purebreds, can be 
similar, or even rank differently, either as sire line or dam line of single 
crosses. The following results, obtained by GAINES et al. (1970) in a 
complete diallel experiment with three breeds of beef cattle, illustrate 
this type of situation for weaning weight (kg) :

purebred general combining maternal
performance ability ability

Angus ("control") 0 0 0
Hereford -15 +12 -23
Shorthorn 0 0 -1

On the purebred basis, the Hereford is a low ranking breed while it appears 
to be an excellent sire breed on the basis of the general combining abili
ties (which were in this study estimated independently of the purebred 
data). In this particular example, the discrepancy between purebred perfor
mance and GCA for the Hereford could be anticipated : poorer milk yield, 
which is primarily responsible for the low purebred performance and is 
reflected in the inferior maternal ability effect, is known to be a characte
ristic of Hereford cows. In other cases, results are much less predictable. 
In dairy cattle, results reported by ROBISON et al. (1981) show that Ayrshire 
and Brown Swiss have significantly lower breed maternal effects than Holstein

•. • /.«
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for milk yield : these effects are more, than half of the corresponding breed 
additive direct effects and are even larger when taking into account diffe
rences in sire selection between the three breds. In pigs, a consistent 
advantage of the Yorkshire breed over the Duroc and (or) Hampshire breeds 
has been reported for maternal effect on body composition traits in several 
separate experiments (see JOHNSON, 1981) : the way in which this effect is 
mediated is not clear but the practical consequence is that lean content of 
Yorkshire sired crossbred pigs is, to some extent, lower than it would be 
expected on the basis of the purebred Yorkshire performance.

In conclusion, it may be suggested that purebred performance level 
is a fairly good guide to crossbred performance in the initial step consis
ting of identifying promising dam (excelling in traits known to be maternal
ly controlled) and sire (superior for progeny traits largely determined by 
direct genetic effects) breeds. Following this preliminary screening, the 
final choice should preferably be based on crossbred performance rather 
than on purebred performance, especially for traits influenced by maternal 
effects when choosing paternal lines and for traits showing specific combi
ning ability effects.

The limits of the diallei cross
Diallel crossing experiments provide us with most part of informa

tion which is needed for adequately identifying the best breed combinations 
and mating systems. Nevertheless, two limitations of the classical diallel 
cross in this respect should be recognized.

Diallel crossing schemes basically deal with single crosses and 
therefore, as far as SCA effects are concerned, with specific heterosis for 
direct effects (h1). However, as seen above, first-cross dams are commonly 
used in animals to take advantage of maternal heterosis effects (hM) on 
survival rate and growth characteristics of the progeny (including the fetal 
stage), and the evaluation of possible specific heterosis effects for 
maternal ability is of interest. A special form of diallel design may be 
used for this purpose. The genetic types (purebred or first-cross) involved 
in the p x p diallel table refer to the dam genotypes and a breed not 
included in the diallel is used as a common sire line in order to standar
dise the heterozygosity level of the offspring genotypes. That all genetic 
types of offspring (i.e. 2-and 3-way crosses) exhibit equal direct heterosis 
effects then holds, unless some specific combining ability between the 
"tester" sire breed (S) and the dam breeds is present. The latter direct SCA 
effects would contribute to differences in "general maternal ability" 
between the p dam breeds. Such a modified diallel experiment has been 
carried out in pigs by HOLTMANN and FAHMY (197*0 and a similar type of 
design has been adopted by Me GLOUGHLIN (1980) in mice for another purpose.

On the other hand, classical diallel experiments give no informa
tion on another class of genetic effects possibly involved in crossing, 
namely the "epistatic recombination loss" effects (e.g. DICKERSON, 1969 ; 
KING HORN, 1980). The occurrence and magnitude of such effects are closely 
depending on the nature of gene interactions underlying heterosis and, as 
another Round Table at this Congress is dealing with this complex topic, 
introducing ideas will only be given here. It is classically stated that 
heterosis depends on favourable "intra-locus" gene interactions (dominance) 
and that the extent of expression of heterosis in any crossbred indivi
dual, relative to that shown by the first-cross individual, is a positive
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linear function of its level of heterozygosity. Under this dominance model, 
the theoretical expectation of heterosis displayed by the F2  cross, for 
instance, is half the heterosis of the F-|, for a trait which is not affected 
by maternal heterosis effects. However, it may be hypothesized that seme 
"inter-locus" gene interactions (epistasis) also play a role in crossing 
and that, as an example, desirable epistatic gene combinations, which have 
been developed by selection within the pure breeds, are broken down when 
first-cross individuals are used for breeding. In the latter context, 
recombination loss is defined by DICKERSON (1969) as being due to change in 
non-allelic gene interactions effects in F2 individuals, relative to those 
of the F-|, from the genetic recombination between chromosomes of the 
parent breeds. Other models of epistatic loss (e.g. KINGHORN, 1980) and 
other ways of parametrizing heterosis (e.g. HILL, 1981) have been proposed. 
Whatever the genetic mechanisms involved, the key question on practical 
grounds is the extent to which the simple dominance model for heterosis 
allows to predict the expected levels of "residual" heterosis in crossbred 
populations other than the F 1 , with reasonable accuracy. Experimental 
evidence about that is still limited and rather conflicting. For example, 
the results obtained by Me GLOUGHLIN (1980) for maternal heterosis in 
reproductive traits of mice are in good agreement with a linear relationship 
between heterosis and heterozygosity levels. On the contrary, SHERIDAN
(1981) concludes, frem several experiments dealing with egg production in 
poultry, that the level of residual heterosis in the F2  (and subsequent) 
generations of crossing is well below the expected level of half the hete
rosis exhibited by the reciprocal F-| crosses. The magnitude of such dis
crepancies between expected and observed heterosis in various secondary 
crossbred populations may, of course, depend on the specific breeds involved 
and this is a further complicating factor when evaluating breeds and methods 
of breed utilization.

SELECTION WITHIN POPULATIONS

Among the various aspects of selection ,our intention is, of 
course, to cover only those concerned with selecting a population which is 
to be utilized in crossing, as compared to selecting a population which is 
to be utilized in the purebred state. Two main topics should be distin
guished, related to the two basic arguments for crossbreeding, namely (1) 
taking advantage of heterosis, and (2) taking advantage of complementarity 
between existing breeds. In simple terms, these topics may be referred to as:

(1) selection for heterosis (combining ability), i.e. selection 
for crossbred performance as opposed to purebred selection,

(2) selection for complementarity, e.g. selection of specialized 
sire and dam lines, as opposed to selection for overall merit 
in all lines irrespective of their role in the crossing 
plan.

Selection for combining ability : theoretical considerations
Let us consider two breeds, A and B, yielding a good combination 

on the basis of a diallel cross evaluation programme. The trait under 
consideration is assumed to be not influenced by maternal effects in order 
to avoid complications arising from this class of genetic effects. The 
objective being to improve the A x B (or B x A) crossbred individuals over a 
number of generations, two main options are possible :
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u>O TABLE 3C - A list of experiments of selection for combining ability in fann animals

Species Reference Trait(s) 8 "WLS control" Summarized results
Poultry GRIESBACH

(1962)
10-week body 
weight

5 no "WLS control" RRS experiment with unselected control,
RRS efficient for improving crossbreds and,at a similar 
rate, purebred strains under RRS.

SAADEH et al. 
(195S)

rate of lay
7

individual + family 
selection

WLS slightly better than RRS for improving crossbreds, no 
response in purebred performance level under RRS.

ANDREWS and 
STEPHENSON 

(1970)
egg produc
tion

5 no "WLS control" RST experiment with unselected control, RST effective in 
the selected line whatever the inbred tester.

CALHOON and 
BOHREN 
(1979)

egg produc
tion

6 individual + family 
selection

RRS (sire selection) with two synthetic heterogeneous 
strains,
crossbred response to WLS slightly greater than that to 
RRS.

Pig BISWAS et al. 
(197TT

KREHBIEL et al. 
(1971 a,b7 
DICKERSON et 
al. (1979)

multi-trait
index
(differing 
between the 
tvo systems)
index (LS, 
LW, ADG)

7
(WLS)
5

(MRRS)

11
(years)

mass selection 

mass selection

negative rpc for most traits, WLS superior in weight 
for age, MRRS superior in litter size.

RRS and WLS effective but RRS superior in crossbred res
ponse, especially for litter size.

REMPEL (1979) 9-trait 
index 
(LSB, ADG, 
FCR, BF)

12 mass selection 
(essentially)

selection for combining ability (CS) based (partly) on 
cross progeny testing,
CS better than WLS for improving crossbred litter size 
traits, no difference for ADG, WLS better than CS for BF.

HETZER et al. multi-trait 6 purebred selection MRRS (purebred preweaning traits + crossbred growth and
(1977T ' index (MRRS) on preweaning traits carcass traits),

BERESKIN and 
HETZER (1981)

(differing 
between the 
two systems)

12
(WLS)

alone MRRS better than WLS for improving growth traits.

Sheep HUPP (1977) growth rate 18
years

no "WLS control" recurrent selection (RS) experiment (tester flock) with 
unselected control,
RS effective for improving crossbreds.

(1) see tables 2B and 3A for symbols.



- either to improve the two breeds independently of each other by 
applying some method of within-line selection (WLS), i.e. by using a crite
rion of selection based on purebred performances records, and to rely on the 
"correlated" response in crossbreds from purebred selection,

- or to select the two breeds on the basis of crossbred perfor
mance in order to "directly" improve their combining ability. The latter 
option is exemplified by the so-called reciprocal recurrent selection 
(RRS), originally suggested by COMSTOCK et al. (19*49).In the usual form of 
this breeding scheme, individuals of each of two populations are progeny- 
tested in crosses with the other. Those individuals of each population which 
have the best cross progeny are mated to members of their own population to 
propagate their respective populations. Offspring from these purebred 
matings are again progeny-tested in crosses and the cycle is repeated. In 
most species, for obvious reasons, selection on cross progeny testing 
results is only made among sires. Another method of selection for combining 
ability is the recurrent selection to a tester (RST), proposed by HULL 
(19*45): selection is carried out in one line on the basis of cross perfor
mance with a tester line, which may be highly inbred. However, RRS will be 
essentially considered here, because it seems to be more relevant to bree
ding of farm animals.

The expected efficiency of RRS (and RST) schemes, as compared to 
conventional WLS schemes, has been studied on theoretical grounds by several 
authors ; e.g. DICKERSON (1952), GRIFFING (1962, 1963), HILL (1970), and 
ARTHUR and ABPLANALP (1970). The basic pattern, when dealing with a single 
two-allele locus affecting the quantitative trait .to be improved, may be 
described as follows. The favourable and unfavourable alleles being bl and 
b2. the genotypic values of blbl, b1b2 and b2b2 individuals are taken as a, 
d and -a, respectively. The relative efficiency of RRS and WLS schemes, in 
terms of rate of genetic gain per generation and selection limit in the 
cross, is strongly depending on the level of dominance and the initial 
allelic frequencies in the two populations. When 0 <  d ^ a  (additivity or 
dominance, until and including complete dominance), the effect of RRS is to 
lead both populations towards fixation for the favourable allele bj_, as WLS 
would also do : for traits primarily determined by additive or dominant 
genes, the annual rate of improvement in the cross, as well as the selection 
limit, are expected to be approximately the same in RRS and WLS schemes, 
provided the same selection intensity and generation interval are practised 
in each scheme (see below).On the contrary, with overdominant gene action 
(d^ a), WLS is known to be a largely unsuccessful breeding system. In this 
case, it may be expected that the initial gene frequencies in both popula
tions are near the overdominant intermediate equilibrium : RRS tends to 
create a divergent change of gene frequencies in the two populations, as 
soon, as even slight departures of bi gene frequency from the equilibrium 
frequency, positive in one population-!say A) and negative in the other (B), 
exist. Simulation studies (ARTHUR and ABPLANALP, 1970) indicate that some 
inbreeding in the two populations prior to initiating RRS may be beneficial, 
in the sense that this period of inbreeding enables, by genetic drift mecha
nisms, to have larger initial departures from equilibrium and therefore 
higher short-term responses. The selection limit under RRS is reached when 
the A and B populations are fixed for the bl̂  and b2 alleles respectively, 
all A x B individuals being then of the optimum heterozygote genotype. With 
the single-locus theory, overdominant gene action appears to be the basic
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prerequisite for RRS having a better efficiency than WLS for improving 
crossbred performance.

Use of purebred-crossbred genetic covariance
Knowledge on the nature of gene action for the trait to be selec

ted is therefore of primary concern for predicting whether selection for 
combining ability is a promising breeding scheme or not. The covariance 
technique proposed earlier by BOWMAN (1960) for detection of overdominance 
involves the genetic covariance between purebred and crossbred sire pro
genies : under the single two-allele locus model, a negative covariance may 
occur only if the locus exhibits overdominance, though positive or zero 
covariances do not necessarily imply the absence of overdominance. However, 
Me NEW and BELL (1971), examining epistatic models of gene action to 
determine whether the covariance technique is valid beyond the one-locus 
model, have shown that heterozygote superiority is not a necessary condition 
for the occurrence of a negative purebred-crossbred covariance ; they have 
even found, assuming certain types of epistasis, that within-line selection 
may be the optimum with such a negative covariance in the base populations 
for the long-term improvement of crossbred performance.

Although the sign of the genetic covariance between purebred and 
crossbred performance is, to a large extent, unreliable for testing overdomi
nance and, in particular situations, for making long-term prediction, this 
parameter deserves actual consideration in theoretical comparisons between 
breeding schemes. The ratio of "correlated" response in crossbred performan
ce from within-line selection (WLS) to "direct" response from selection on 
crossbred performance (RRS), on a per year basis, has the following general 
expression :

R = F p c  ( ip / ^ -c ^  ( ^ c ^ p )  ( o t h p / ^ h g )
where :
rpc is the purebred-crossbred genetic correlation,
ip and ic, tp and tc are the respective selection intensity and generation 

interval in purebred (p) and crossbred (c) selection, 
hp is the square root of heritability in purebreds, 
hQ is the square root of "heritability" in crossbreds,
otand ^ are coefficients depending on the specific methods used as WLS and 

RRS schemes, respectively.
As an example, when the character to be improved can be recorded in the live 
animal, mass selection may be applied in WLS and then ot is simply equal to 
1; if the RRS scheme is based on progeny testing males with n crossbred 
offspring (paternal half sibs) per sire, 0 is given by the well known 
formula \/n/[M + (n-1) h2^ .

Among the nine parameters which determine R, three (rpC , hp 
and hc ) strictly depend on the genetic properties of the trait in the 
particular populations under selection. From the purebred and crossbred 
offspring of a set a sires, rpc is estimated by Spc/ySgp Scc 
with Spc, Spp and Scc being the sire component or covariance (covpc) 
between purebred and crossbred progenies and the sire components of variance 
from analysis of purebred and crossbred progeny data, respectively. A list 
of studies providing experimental information on rpC and coVpC for a 
variety of traits in seven species is given in tables 2 A and 2 B. In some 
of the studies listed in table 2A, estimates may be termed "realized" in the 
sense that they are derived from the correlated response in crossbreds from 
pure line selection.
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It should be mentioned, as often when genetic correlations are 
concerned, that these rpc estimates have large standard errors, the number 
of sires being less than 200, except in a few studies. Occurrence of negati
ve purebred-crossbred genetic correlation (or covariance) appears to be 
scarce and it is generally found in small-scale studies. Howewer, as expec
ted from theory, the few cases of negative r ^  actually occur for lowly heri
table and heterotic traits (e.g. litter size and egg production). Most gene
rally, rpQ is of medium to high positive magnitude and often close to 1, 
indicating that within-line selection is a potentially efficient method 
for improving crossbred performance in these cases. In addition, several of 
the studies listed in tables 2A and 2B provide estimates of additive genetic 
variance in purebred and crossbred populations ; similar values are found in 
most traits and the assumption of a ratio hp/hc close to unity holds 
true in general : e.g. VINSON et al.(1969) in mice, PIRCHNER and von KROSIGK 
(1973) in poultry, STANISLAW et al. (1 9 6 7 ), LOUCA and ROBISON (1967 ), STANDAL 
(1 9 6 8 ) and WONG et al. (19T T FT .n  pigs, SALAH et al. (1 9 7 0 ) in sheep, 
DUNN et al. (1970) and ROGER et al. (1975) in beef cattle.

As for the other quantities affecting R, i.e ip , ic , tp , tc , 
c*. and ̂  , they essentially depend on the selection methods and criteria ac
tually employed in the respective breeding systems. Many situations can be 
envisaged according to whether the trait to be improved can be recorded 
on the live animal or not, this trait is expressed in both sexes or in 
females alone, RRS is based on progeny testing or on some kind of sib 
testing, etc ... . As a consequence, it is difficult to give quite general 
results. However, a disadvantage common to all RRS schemes is the fact that 
family selection is involved. For a given total number of individuals 
recorded, i.e at equal cost of selection, family selection, as compared to 
mass selection (when feasible), is known to reduce selection intensity. The 
ratio ip/ic is therefore higher than unity in most situations. For example 
in pigs, for characters which may be tested on the live animal (e.g. growth 
rate) and with selection among sires being only taken into account, the 
ratio of selection intensity in WLS (mass selection) relative to RRS 
(progeny testing) varies from 1.3 to 3*2, with a progeny group size varying 
fhcm 6 to 12 and a "testing ratio" (ROBERTSON, 1957) varying from 100 to 20. 
Furthermore, RRS based on progeny testing suffers from the drawback of a 
lengthened generation interval, relatively to purebred mass selection. 
Altogether, it appears that, for a fixed testing capacity, the i/t ratio 
allowed by RRS is reduced relatively to WLS : the extent of this "loss" in 
i/t is variable but when the difference between ip/tp and ic/tc is considered 
along with the purebred-crossbred genetic correlation (rpc), the efficiency 
ratio R is likely to be greater than 1, even for a moderately positive 
rpc (say 0 .5 - 0 .6 ) .  Referring again to the above pig example, R is larger 
tnan unity unless r ^  is less than 0 .2 9  and 0 .3 6  for h2 = 0 .5  or 0.31 and
0 .4 9  for h2 = 0 .1  when the testing ratio is 20 or 100 respectively, with the 
following assumptions : selection among sires alone, mass selection as WLS 
method, RRS based on progeny testing with an optimum paternal half-sib group 
size determined according to ROBERTSON (1957 ), equal sire components of 
variance in purebreds and crossbreds, and generation interval two times 
longer in RRS than in WLS. This type of predictive calculation may be used 
for early generations but its validity becomes questionable for long-term 
prediction due to the possibility of differential trends in the genetic 
parameters (e.g. r^) in the later generations of either selection scheme :
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TABLE 4 - Change in genetic correlation in two-trait antagonistic selection experiments.
| Species | Reference | Traits | rA (1)

I I I
Selection 
method (2) g

(3)
Antagonistic 
selection (4)

Change in r« 
(4)

Tribolium BELL and BURRIS 
(1973)

1. larval weight
2. pupal weight

0.55 ICL 9 1+2- , 1-2* 
(1+2+ , 1-2-)

no change in r̂  
(no change in r̂ ).

Drosophila SHERIDAN and BARKER 
(1974)

1. coxal bristle 
number

2. sternopleural 
bristle number

0.25 ICL 22 1+2- , 1"2+ | 
(1+2*- , 1-2-)

no real change in
(positive trend in 

r P ? ‘

Mouse RUTLEDGE et al. 
(19731

1. body weight
2. tail length

0.3-0.4 SI 7 1+2- , 1-2*" | marked increase of 
rA-(1+ , 2*") (no large change in

I •
BERGER and HARVEY 

(1975)
1. preweaning weight 
gain

2. 51-day weight
0.5-0.7 SI 10 1-2+ , 1+2- 

(1+2*" , 1-2“)
no change in r̂
(r̂  becoming 
strongly negative).

EISEN (1978) 1. litter size
2. 6-week body weight

0.4-0.6 SI 12 1+2- , 1-2+ 
(1+ , 2~)

no change in rj 
(no change in r^).

Fowl NORDSKOG (1974) 1. body weight
2. egg weight

0.75 SI 8 & 1
1 «- no change in r̂  

(slight decrease of 
rA).

Quail WILHELMSON (1980) 1. nunber of eggs
2. albumen height

-O.3tcr0.5 SI 5 1+2+
(1+ , 2+)

different trend in 
r̂  according to the 
two 1*"2*" replicate 
lines.

(1) genetic correlation in the base population and (or) frcm other sources.
(2) ICL = independent culling levels, SI = selection index.
(3) g = no of generations of selection.
(4) in brackets, single-trait or two-trait "concurrent" selection.



see WONG and BOYLAN (1970), PIRCHNER and von KROSIGK (1973), Me NEW and BELL 
(1976), PIRCHNER and MERGL (1977).

Experimental evaluation of selection for combining ability.
Actual efficiency of recurrent selection and reciprocal recurrent 

selection schemes, relatively to that of conventional pure line selection 
schemes, was first assessed in two Drosophila experiments reported by BELL 
et al. (1955). A detailed review of selection experiments studying and 
comparing RST and RRS with other breeding systems in animal species was done 
by BELL and MOORE (1972) and covered a total of 18 independent experiments 
distributed as follows : 7 in Drosophila, 5 in poultry, 3 in pigs, 2 in mice 
and 1 in Tribolium. As summarized by BELL (1972), these experiments were 
interpreted as 12 being unfavourable and only 6 being favourable to selec
tion for combining ability, i.e. a 2 : 1 margin in favour of within-line 
selection. A number of experiments dealing with selection for crossbred 
performance have been carried out since then and a list including most of 
the known selection experiments is given in tables 3A (Drosophila), 3B 
(Tribolium and mouse) and 3C (poultry and farm animals).

Interpretation of results in simple terms of advantage or not 
for combining ability is far from being easy in several experiments, and the 
judgements given in the above tables are to be considered as tentative in 
these cases. The basic objective is to improve crossbred performance and, as 
pointed out by CALHOON and BOHREN (197*0, the proper test for efficiency 
consists of making comparisons between rates of genetic gain, and eventually 
selection limits, in crossbreds produced either by crossing of WLS lines or 
by crossing of RRS lines, both types of lines being derived from common base 
populations and selected for the same trait(s). Such comparisons are rarely 
available. In seme experiments, no type of "WLS control "is present; in some 
others, gain in RRS crossbreds is compared to gain in pure lines under WLS 
but not to that in WLS crossbreds. In other cases, especially in experiments 
carried out in pigs with multiple selection objectives, the traits selected 
for are not exactly the same in the two systems. In addition, selection 
experiments referred to in tables 3A, 3B and 3C generally involve a limited 
number of generations and this fact might not allow full expression of RRS 
potential. Even though the theoretical requirement in the nature of gene 
action for enabling RRS to improve crossbred response is actually fulfilled, 
lack or low magnitude of initial response under this breeding system may 
indeed be predicted when the base populations have similar gene frequencies. 
Evidence supporting this "delayed" response is found in some successful RRS 
experiments which clearly gave greater crossbred response than WLS in late 
generations of selection : see BELL (1972) and OROZCO and BELL (1974).

In spite of these deficiencies, it may be concluded that the expe
riments coming in addition of those reviewed by BELL et al. (1972) do 
not modify their "scoring" of 2:1 in favour of purebred selection, as 
compared to selection for combining ability. The ranking of the two systems 
in terms of efficiency is depending on the traits to be improved. When 
genetic variance in the base populations is primarily additive (e.g. weights 
for age), selection for combining ability is undoubtedly of limited value 
and some method of purebred selection is to be preferred : theoretical 
expectations and experimental findings are in agreement on that point. For 
highly heterotic traits primarily governed by non-additive genes (especially
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overdominance), the theoretical predictions, i.e. a response being to some 
extent greater in RRS than in WLS crossbreds, are substantiated by some 
selection experiments, such as those dealing with egg production in Droso
phila (BELL et al., 1955; KOJIMA and KELLEHER, 1963), and Tribolium (OROZCO 
and BELL, 197̂ T, in the "severe stress" environment).

A further point is to be mentioned, namely the generally low and 
sometimes negative response in the pure lines submitted to a RRS program, 
even when crossbreds exhibit genetic gain (RICHARDSON and KOJIMA, 1965 ; 
SAADEH et al., 1968 ; CALHOON and BOHREN, 1974 ; Me NEW and BELL, 1976). A 
minimum level of performance is reasonably required in purebred populations, 
especially in large animals, and the possible stagnation or deterioration of 
purebred performance under RRS is a disadvantage. This is one of the reasons 
advanced for recommending some modified form of RRS, with both purebred and 
crossbred records included in the selection criterion. Other possible 
modifications of reciprocal recurrent selection schemes are discussed by 
OROZCO (1974) for poultry, for instance with the aim of taking advantage of 
the increased efficiency of RRS over WLS in adverse environments, as shown 
in the Tribolium experiment of OROZCO and BELL (1974).

Selection for complementarity.
In the section on gains from crossbreeding, the search for comple

mentarity between breeds has been illustrated by considering unequal contri
butions of the sire and dam lines of a single cross in meat-producing 
species. This was the case investigated in the theoretical studies by SMITH 
(1964) and MOAV and HILL (1966) on the question of (purebred) selection 
within the two parental lines. With R and P designating reproductive perfor
mance (nunber of progeny/breeding female/year) and productive performance 
(growth efficiency and quality traits of progeny) respectively, parental 
breeds may be both improved as "dual-purpose" lines, i.e. by using the same 
index of overall merit (R + aP). Alternatively, parental breeds may be 
selected for as separate specialized lines : for instance, the sire line 
may be improved solely for P and the dam line may be improved solely for R. 
It was shown by SMITH (1964) that the rate of improvement from selecting 
specialized sire and dam lines is never less than that obtained by selecting 
in both lines for overall merit, provided specialized lines are selected on 
appropriate indexes : while reproductive performance may be ignored in 
selection of a sire line without loss of efficiency, selecting a dam line 
exclusively for reproductive performance may lower the overall progress and 
P must be considered in addition to R in a specialized dam index (R + bP). 
Essentially similar conclusions were reached by MDAV and HILL (1966) who 
dealt with selection for productive and reproductive traits of pigs and 
broilers in a context of crossing. In the same area, ELSEN and SELLIER
(1978) studied the joint optimisation of several genetic decisions in the 
case of a pig population which presents the classical three-tier structure 
of dissemination of genetic progress (nucleus, multiplier and commercial 
herds) and where a terminal cross involving crossbred dams (A x B) is made. 
Ways of selecting the A and B nucleus herds according to whether backcros- 
sing or 3-way crossing is practised were investigated, among other things, 
in this study and the results can be briefly summarized as follows. All
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available selection pressure in the A and B nucleus is to be exerted 
on productive traits in backcrossing, i.e. with these nucleus contributing 
to all genes of terminal products for producti traits, and selection on 
litter size may be ignored. On the contrary, in 3-way crossing with a 
specialized sire from a third breed (C), i.e. with only half of the genes 
for productive traits of terminal products caning from A and B nucleus, 
selection pressure is to be divided between productive and reproductive 
traits and some selection for litter size is worth doing in the dam A and B 
nucleus herds. In other words, using a terminal sire line instead of back- 
crossing requires an increased specialization, through selection, of the dam 
breeds.

In the latter study, as well as in the study by MOAV and HILL 
(1966), reproductive and productive components of performance were assumed 
to be genetically uncorrelated. However, the effects of variation in this 
genetic correlation have been considered by SMITH <1964). When the genetic 
relationship between the two traits (or sets of traits) is favourable, gains 
in efficiency from selecting specialized lines are rather marginal. The 
advantage of specialized selection in separate lines, as compared to overall 
selection in a single line, substantially increases if there is an unfavou
rable genetic correlation between the two traits under selection : gains of 
15 to 50 p.cent in rate of improvement are commonly expected. Genetic 
correlation between the traits to be improved simultaneously in crossbreds 
therefore appears to be a key parameter when dealing with selection of 
specialized lines.

In addition to the possibly unfavourable genetic relationships 
between productive and reproductive traits, this type of question is also 
relevant to other situations of antagonistic selection, defined as simulta
neous selection for two traits in directions opposite to the sign of the 
genetic correlation between them. Classical examples of antagonisms in the 
breeding goals, among others, involve juvenile growth rate to market age and 
adult size in meat-type chicken (e.g.MERRITT, 197*0, body size and egg 
weight in laying hens (e.g. NORDSKOG, 197*0, birth weight (i.e. offspring 
component of calving difficulties) and weight at market age in cattle (e.g. 
FOULLEY, 1976), meat quantity (especially muscularity) and meat quality 
in pigs (e.g. STEANE, 1981). Negative genetic correlations between direct 
and maternal effects on the same trait have also been reported (see ROBISON, 
1981).

In most of these circumstances, selecting specialized lines for 
subsequent crossing is likely to offer an effective solution for "breaking 
down" the genetic antagonism and overcoming many of the associated problems. 
In this area, a point of interest is the effect of simultaneous selection 
for two traits on the magnitude of the genetic correlation (r^) between 
them. Changes in gene frequencies from selection are theoretically expected 
to affect genetic covariances more than genetic variances (BOHREN et al., 
1966 ; BENNETT and SWIGER, 1980). Of particular concern for the probTem 
considered here is the generally accepted suggestion that simultaneous 
selection for two positively correlated traits in opposite directions (i.e. 
antagonistic selection) would cause a positive shift in r^ which would 
therefore becane more and more unfavourable as two-trait selection proceeds. 
This prediction relies on the assumption that r^ is essentially due to 
pleiotropy and the only genes which would remain segregating 
after several generations of selection would be pleiotropic genes affSiting

. . .  / .
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both traits in the same direction, thus producing the positive change of 
rft. This possible trend in r^ would reduce the effectiveness of two-trait 
antagonistic selection (using either index or independent culling levels), 
and would be a further argument in favour of complementary single-trait 
selection and crossing of specialized lines. In fact, experimental evidence 
about the effect of antagonistic selection on genetic correlation is rather 
conflicting (table 4) and only one selection experiment (RUTLEDGE et al.,
1973) did support the expectation just referred to. No change in r^ was 
detected in other experiments and results were even contrary to expectation 
in the long-term Drosophila experiment of SHERIDAN and BARKER (1974).

Actual comparisons between crossbreds produced by crossing of two 
specialized (single-trait) lines and crossbreds produced by crossing of two 
replicate lines selected on a two-trait antagonistic index are rare in farm 
animals. In the experiment of WILHELMSON (1980) on simultaneous improvement 
of genetically opposed number of eggs and albumen height, no difference 
between the two types of crossbreds was found after 5 generations of selec
tion. In a similar experiment dealing with nimber of eggs and egg weight in 
laying hens (LILJEDAHL et al., 1979), the specialized selection system was 
found to be slightly better, on average, after 4 generations than the 
antagonistic index system with regard to improvement of egg mass produced by 
crossbreds (LILJEDAHL and WEYDE, 1980; KOLSTAD, 1980). However, the latter 
experiment also put emphasis on the need for controlling certain unfavoura
bly correlated traits in lines submitted to an "extreme" specialized selec
tion : for instance, selection for high egg weight alone led to poor shell 
quality.

Use of single-gene effects

In the area of breeding for complementarity in specialized lines, 
it should finally be pointed but that availability of specific major genes 
affecting quantitative traits offers a possible alternative to antagonistic 
selection and classical forms of specialized selection. In certain situa
tions where such a major locus is identidied, it may be worthwile to develop 
specialized sire and dam lines, with different alleles fixed in each.

In meat-type chicken, the use of the sex-linked gene for dwarfism 
is a well known example of this particular breeding system (see MERAT, 
1975). Crossing a dwarf dam strain (dw/-) with a normal sire strain (Dw/Dw) 
brings a reduced cost price of the one-day old chick, through lower feed and 
space requirements for dams of smaller adult size, whereas growth performan
ce of resulting heterozygote cockerels is essentially normal. In pigs, the 
exploitation of the Hal locus controlling the reaction to halothane (with an 
autosomal recessive mode of inheritance) and affecting several performance 
traits is another illustration of such an approach. It is generally accepted 
that the heterozygote at the Hal locus is not liable to the porcine stress 
syndrome (PSS) and to production of pale, soft, exudative (PSE) meat, while 
expressing the favourable additive effect of the halothane sensitivity gene 
(Hals ) on iean meat yield. As far as these assumptions hold true, develo
ping a sire line homozygous for Hals and a dam line (or a dam linecross) 
homozygous for the normal allele is an advisable strategy, as proposed by 
SMITH and WEBB (1981) and others : this breeding system may be alternatively 
presented as a special form of selection for combining ability, based on the 
single "overdorainant" Hal locus.

In the limited space allowed, it was not possible to do much 
more than briefly evoke the numerous aspects involved in the vast question 
of selecting between and within animal populations in a context of cross- 
breding. The main outcome is likely that the genetic basis of heterosis is 
the central factor in most aspects of the question. It is obvious that a 
better understanding of the modes of gene action underlying the phenomenon 
of heterosis should largely facilitate the choice of optimal breeding 
programmes, as far as improvement of crossbred performance is concerned.
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SUMMARY

Various aspects of selection between and within populations in the 
context of crossing are reviewed. As regards the choice of which populations 
to use in crossing, diallel crossing schemes enable to obtain most of the 
relevant information. Main alternative designs of diallel cross are briefly 
presented. Results of diallel experiments in several animal species are 
reported, with special reference to the relative magnitude of the general 
and specific combining ability effects. The extent to which crossbred 
performance can be predicted from purebred performance is discussed, as 
well as the accuracy of predictions based on the simple dominance model for 
heterosis when complex systems of crossing are involved. In the area of 
selection within populations which are to be utilized in crossing, selec
tion for combining ability and selection for complementarity in specialized 
lines are dealt with successively. Theoretical expectations on selection 
for crossbred performance are discussed, in relation to the nature of gene 
action (overdominance) and to the purebred-crossbred genetic correlation. 
Experimental evidence on the latter parameter and results from experiments 
of selection for combining ability in laboratory and farm animals are 
reported. The actual merit of breeding schemes such as reciprocal recurrent 
selection, relatively to within-line selection schemes, appears to be 
questionable except in a few cases. Advantages of selection of specialized 
lines for subsequent crossing, as compared to selection of general-purpose 
lines, are discussed, particularly with consideration to the presence of 
genetic antagonism between the traits to be improved and to the possible 
use of single-gene effects. A better understanding of the genetic basis of 
heterosis should facilitate the choice of optimal breeding programmes, as 
far as improvement of crossbred performance is concerned.

RESUME

La selection de populations utilisees en croisement.

Divers aspects de la selection entre populations et de la selec
tion a l'interieur de populations destinees au croisement sont passes en 
revue. En ce qui conceme le choix des populations a utiliser en croisement, 
le croisement diallele permet d'obtenir la plus grande partie des informa
tions requises. Les ’ principaux dispositifs de croisement diallele sont 
brievement presentes. Les resultats d'experiences de croisements dialleles 
dans plusieurs especes animales sont donnes, en^ particulier sous l'angle de 
1'importance relative des effets d'aptitude generale et d'aptitude specifi- 
que a la combinaison. L'interet de la valeur en race pure pour predire la 
valeur en croisement est discute ainsi que la precision des predictions 
relatives a des systknes de croisement complexes quand on suppose que 
1 'heterosis, est simplement due aux effets de dominance. En ce qui concerne 
la selection des populations destinees au croisement, la selection pour 
1'aptitude au croisement et la selection pour la complementarite dans des 
lignees specialisees sont traitees successivement. Les predictions theori- 
ques concemant la selection pour le croisement sont discutees, en relation 
avec le mode d'action des genes (surdominance) et la correlation genetique 
entre race pure et croisement. Des estimations de ce dernier parametre et 
des resultats d 'experiences de selection pour 1'aptitude a la combinaison 
chez les animaux de laboratoire et chez les animaux domestiques sont 
rapportes. L'interet reel de plans de selection comme la selection recurren- 
te reciproque, vis-a-vis des plans de selection intra-lignee, ne semble pas 
etabli sauf dans quelques cas. Les avantages apportes par la selection de 
lignees specialisees en vue du croisement, par rapport a la selection de 
lignees m i x t e s ^ s o n t  discutes, en particulier quand il existe 
un antagonisme genetique entre les caracteres a ameliorer et quand il est 
possible d'utiliser des genes majeurs. Une meilleure connaissance des bases 
genetiques de l'heterosis faciliterait le choix de plans d'amelioration 
genetique optimaux quand il s'agit d'ameliorer les performances d'animaux 
issus de croisement.
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